Acoustic radiation force impulse with shear wave speed quantification of pancreatic masses: A prospective study.
Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse (ARFI) is a new ultrasound technique that evaluates mechanical properties of tissues. To evaluate the use of ARFI with shear waves speed quantification for pancreatic masses characterization during the ultrasound examination. 123 pancreatic lesions were prospectively evaluated. Median shear waves speeds were compared with Mann-Whitney U test. Two reading methods were applied for the characterization of adenocarcinoma: more than one measurement above the top shear waves speed (SWS) value. Two reading methods were applied to diagnose mucinous lesion: at least 2 (method 1) or 3 (method 2) numerical measurements. Sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values and accuracy of each reading method were calculated. Forty volunteers were included for normal ARFI values. In the adenocarcinoma group median SWS value was 2.74 m/s. In the volunteers group the median SWS value was 1.17 m/s. Significant difference between SWS median values of adenocarcinoma and normal pancreas was found (P < 0.05). For the diagnosis of pancreatic solid masses if more than one measurement is above the top SWS value of 4.00 m/s results in the study, the diagnosis of ductal adenocarcinoma is highly specific with specificity and PPV of 100%. Good sensitivity (73.3%) and specificity (83.3%) were obtained for the characterization of mucinous cystic lesions. Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse imaging could help in the non-invasive characterization of solid and cystic lesions of the pancreas during a conventional US examination.